RFLOW. For immediate decision-making.

You are looking for a solution that centralizes, organizes and processes all your data, and which allows you to find the data you need in no time at all thanks to its powerful search engine. You want to take advantage of its custom procedures and resources while respecting the integrity, authenticity, compliance, security and traceability of your media.

DON'T LOOK FURTHER. HERE'S RFLOW.

RFLOW helps you to take advantage of the management and processing of your data with its flexible and high-performance workflow engine. You control all the data entering your information system (sourcing), while automatically archiving your documents (data archiving).

After automatically extracting the data from your documents, you populate your ERPs as well as CRMs and ECMs (data processing). RFLOW has been given a user-friendly and high-performance search engine that enables you to find your data quickly (data search), and to access it within a modern, flexible and tailored portal interface for each user (distribution) with full security.

RFLOW FOR ALL

RFLOW meets customer requirements from all business sectors (banks, insurance, services, industry, commercial enterprises, healthcare, public, etc.), and is easy to integrate with any application, such as an ERP or CRM.
RFLOW, YOUR WORLD OF DATA

• **Tailored to each user.** Users can configure their own virtual office by arranging the functionalities of the portal, all with simple clicks of the mouse. The user takes control of their working environment and can customize both it and the tasks allocated to them.

• **Multiple usage.** The portal is not limited to Rflow data. It is capable of dynamically integrating any type of data coming from any platform or workflow, meaning that it can be used as a unique portal grouping together all types of data.

• **Real time.** The portal enables all information to be displayed in real time in a single click. The results are shown as required, in text, list or graphic form. With Rflow, you go directly to the information.

• **Intuitive and user-friendly.** Drag and drop, catalog with features tailored to the individual user profile, without standard menus. Easy and intuitive to use.

• **Find anything in your world of data.** All data is accessible through your portal. Search using specific or full-text criteria – and this also applies to images.

• **Responsive Design.** Rflow is accessible through your web browser. No resource-hogging client – fully independent of any platform and operating system.

**About Rflow**

Rflow is the flagship product of REAL SOLUTIONS, a subsidiary of Realdolmen in the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, and is the market leader for document management on the Luxembourg market. Rflow covers the management, governance and architecture of corporate data.

**Interested?**

Mail us via info@realdolmen.com or call us at +32 2 801 55 55.